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Introduction 
Join us on our journey through the halls of the dwarves, 

discover the secrets of the Arkenstone Tokens and face the 

challenges of the crypto world. Let's delve into the mysteries 

of the digital world together and discover the hidden 

treasures that awaits you. 

 

Arkenstone 
Deep within the heart of the Solana Mountains, where the 

sounds of ancient dwarven forges echo, lies the Arkenstone 

– a digital gem of unparalleled value. Guarded by the fierce 

dwarfs and coveted by all who seek wealth and power, the 

Arkenstone invites adventurers to embark on a quest like no 

other.  Just as the Arkenstone is desired by all who behold its 

radiance, so is the Arkenstone Token, $ARKN, sought after 

by investors seeking wealth and prosperity. 

Legend has it that the Arkenstone possesses unparalleled 
power, bestowing untold riches and influence upon its 
owner. Similarly, the Arkenstone Token represents a 
gateway to financial abundance, offering investors the 
opportunity to dive into a digital treasure trove of wealth. 
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The GemLaunch ICO Suite 
In the realm of crypto, where brave adventurers seek 

fortune, a new legend is about to unfold. The GemLaunch 

ICO Suite, a marvel of innovation, is about to be forged in 

the fires of Mount Solana! You shall embark on a journey to 

leave your mark in the world of decentralized finance, with 

the GemLaunch ICO Suite as your guide. 

With our ICO Suite as a shining beacon of simplicity and 

accessibility, no longer shall aspiring coin creators be 

burdened by the trials of technical barriers. 

The GemLaunch ICO Suite is a revolutionary platform 

tailored for launching Solana-based initial coin offerings, 

including a seamless and safe payment gateway for crypto 

transactions. With its user-friendly interface and simple 

widget, no coding skills are required to succeed, making it 

accessible to all. The ICO Suite boasts an informative 

dashboard and real-time insights into your Token sale 

performance. 

Its seamless integration into all kinds of websites and easy 

to use admin panel ensures complete autonomy. Notably, 

users can effortlessly manage and distribute special rewards, 

such as NFTs or bonus Tokens, based on predefined criteria, 

enhancing investor engagement and retention. 

As an all-encompassing solution, the ICO Suite is poised to 

disrupt the ICO landscape, empowering entrepreneurs to 

launch their projects with ease and capitalize on the growing 

crypto market. 
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Staking – get Rewards for Holding 
Staking $ARKN Tokens not only unlocks lucrative staking 

rewards but also offers the possibility to multiply your 

earnings. We will be adding additional SOL rewards based 

on your $ARKN staking amount and time, allowing you to 

effortlessly grow your cryptocurrency holdings. With each 

staked $ARKN Token, you’re not just investing in potential 

gains; you’re paving the way for a future where financial 

independence is within reach. Seize the opportunity to 

supercharge your earnings with this tantalizing 

combination of $ARKN and SOL. 
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How to Buy Arkenstone Tokens 
Join the exhilarating journey of the Arkenstone ICO, where 

acquiring $ARKN Tokens is as thrilling as embarking on a 

quest for hidden treasures. Just follow the simple 

instructions and unlock the potential for unprecedented 

returns: 

 

 

 

  

1. Open the Gate to Arkenstone
Create Wallet

• Begin your journey into the world of 
Arkenstone by setting up your Solflare or 
Phantom wallet. 

• Visit their mystical realm where you´ll 
download the App or Browser-Extension and 
forge your wallet.

• Guard your private key as if it was the 
Arkenstone itself - it holds the key to your 
riches!

2. Empower your Wallet
Charge SOL

• Once your Gate to Arkenstone is unlocked, fill 
its coffers with Solana (SOL) from your crypto 
vault.

• Alternatively, channel the power of the 
Arkenstone and buy SOL directly through 
Phantom or Solflare.

• These digital riches are your key to unlocking 
the realm of Arkenstone.

3. Embrace the $ARKN
Presale

• Prepare for an epic adventure as you navigate 
to the Presale Section of this website.

• There, you’ll have the opportunity to acquire 
Arkenstone Tokens, available only through the 
sacred portal.

• Utilize your SOL, USDT or USDC to secure 
your Tokens and stake your claim in the realm 
of Arkenstone.

4. Reap the Rewards

• As the Presale concludes, the time has come to 
claim your $ARKN, your bonus Token and your 
free NFT.

• All the rewards you’ve gathered are now yours 
to command.

• Welcome to the noble ranks of the Arkenstone 
community – where your investments are 
destined to rise like a phoenix in the crypto 
sky!
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Roadmap 
Our roadmap outlines the path to realizing the full potential 

of the Arkenstone project. The ultimate goal of $ARKN is to 

enchant all, bestowing wealth and prosperity upon its 

holders, which will even be envied by the mightiest dragons. 

Stage 1 - Arkenstone Forge  

 $ARKN Announcement 

 Token Creation & Audit 

 Launch Communities 

 Smart Contract & Payment Solution Development 

 Branding and Marketing 

 Explore more Use-Cases 

Stage 2 - Arkenstone Unveiling  

 Private Presale Launch of $ARKN on our website 

 Qualify for NFT and 10% Bonus 

 Development of $ARKN Staking 

 Advertisement and Giveaways 

Stage 3 - Arkenstone Rising  

 Public Presale and Price increase of $ARKN 

Stage 4 - Arkenstone Refinement  

 $ARKN Launch and Claim 

 Launch of Staking 

 Bonus Token Distribution 

 NFT Distribution 

 $ARKN Listing on DEX 

 Development of $ARKN based ICO Suite  

 Expanding Team 

Stage 5 - Arkenstone Enchantment  

 Increased Staking Rewards 

 Airdrops 

 Coin Gecko and Coin Market Cap Listing 

 CEX Listings   

 Announce new Use-Cases 

 Release of a $ARKN based ICO Suite 
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Tokenomics 
Arkenstone Tokenomics are meticulously designed to maximize value for 

investors while ensuring sustainability and growth for the ecosystem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CA: ARKNSTN11qRHDqFhHZdyVNzRd1wYAUvNoVewNAKDaENm 

Max. Supply: 4.000.000.000  

Ticker: $ARKN  

0% Tax on Buy and Sell 

Mint & Freeze Revoked 

Liquidity Burned on Launch 

Ownership Renounced on Launch 

 

      NFT Collection       

Arkenstone is proud to announce the development and upcoming launch of our 

NFT collection, where you can discover and acquire unique digital assets 

inspired by the legendary Arkenstone. Our NFTs are crafted with exquisite detail 

and are sure to captivate collectors and enthusiasts alike. NFTs will be 

distributed for free to selected contributors of our ICO.  
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Community and Marketing 
At the core of the Arkenstone project lies a vibrant and 

engaged community, united by a shared vision of prosperity 

and innovation. Through strategic marketing initiatives and 

community engagement efforts, we are committed to 

fostering a supportive and inclusive ecosystem where every 

voice is heard and every contribution is valued. 

 Quests: Community members will embark on epic quests, 
delving into the Arkenstone universe for treasures and 
unimaginable rewards. 

 Rewards await: As adventurers conquer digital landscapes, 
they earn coveted prizes and increased shares in our 
airdrops. 

 Blessings abound: We shower loyal followers with free 
NFTs and celestial airdrops of SOL, enriching lives with the 
blessings of the Arkenstone. 

Our strategies are epic tales:  

 Alliances formed: We ally with industry leaders, uniting 
forces to conquer new territories in the heart of the Solana 
Mountains. 

 Targeted quests: Precision-targeted campaigns capture 
hearts, drawing in specific demographics with tales of 
adventure and glory. 

 Path illuminated: Guiding followers through blockchain 
mysteries, we empower them with knowledge, forging 
enlightened warriors to navigate the digital frontier. 

In Arkenstones realm, marketing is a saga, uniting communities 
in a quest for greatness and forging a legacy to echo through the 
ages. Join our community and earn rewards. 

 

  

https://zealy.io/cw/arkenstonecommunity/
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The Team 
The Arkenstone founders comprise three esteemed core 
members, each playing a crucial role in the project's 
success: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Durin Stonehammer  Famir Birghtshield       Nenya Rainwhisper          + members 
Lead Developer             Technology & Design         Communications             

With a fellowship of other skilled individuals, each 
contributing their full expertise and unwavering dedication, 
the whole Arkenstone team is committed to realizing the 
projects vision and providing added value to investors.  

Note: We are expanding! If you´re interested to support the 
team, please contact us: hr@arkenstone.gold 
 

Disclaimer 
The treasure trove of Arkenstone Tokens is securely guarded 

by the dwarves, promising great wealth. However, it is 

prudent to conduct thorough research before trading and be 

aware of the risks in the crypto world. 

Investing in cryptocurrency carries inherent risks and 
uncertainties. Investors should exercise caution and 
conduct thorough due diligence before making any 

+ 5  

team 

members 

mailto:hr@arkenstone.gold
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investment decisions. Ultimately, the decision to invest lies 
with the individual. 

The Arkenstone Token is just an homage to the treasure of 
the famous Hobbit saga. It is not affiliated with the author 
of "The Lord of the Rings," “The Hobbit”, the books, or the 
movies. 

 

Conclusion  
In conclusion, Arkenstone $ARKEN represents more than 

just a Token – it is a testament to the boundless potential of 

blockchain technology and the human spirit. Join us on this 

extraordinary journey, and together, we will uncover the 

hidden treasures of the digital realm. 

In the dynamic world of cryptocurrency, where innovation 

and opportunity converge, Arkenstone emerges as a beacon 

of promise on the Solana blockchain. With a steadfast 

commitment to security, transparency, and prosperity, 

Arkenstone invites investors to embark on a journey unlike 

any other, where the allure of the mythical gem meets the 

promise of technological advancement. 
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